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Western Ivory Coast has been one of the regions most deeply affected by the civil war which
divided the country in a southern, government-controlled area and a northern/north-western,
rebel held zone for almost five years, between September 19, 2002, and the bonfire of
reconciliation in Bouaké on July 30, 2007, which marked the official end of the conflict. The
LAGSUS project (www.lagsus.de), sponsored by the Volkswagen Foundation and supported
by the Swiss Centre of Scientific Research in Ivory Coast, was able to maintain its presence
on both sides of the political divide throughout the crisis, adding to its original focus « Language, Gender and Sustainability » - a participative look at local survival strategies and,
in the pre-post-crisis period, at what one might call a development revival , particularly
among the Tura in the mountainous area north of Man. The outbreak of the war had been
followed by the overnight vanishing of state authority and the collapse of all incomegenerating activities. The production of brooms from oil palms, traditionally a stopgap
solution for poor women, but now practiced on an almost industrial scale, became the key to
collective survival and led to a temporary inversion of the balance of economic strength in
favour of the women. Yet, while male leaders openly acknowledged their economic
dependency on the women, there was and is no move to acknowledge women s economical
leadership by allowing them to actively participate in public assemblies, called kono, and in
decision-processes from which they are traditionally excluded. The women, while ready to
defend their economic autonomy and to withstand the prevailing interpretation, based on the
bride-price, of ultimate male ownership of all that belongs to them, seem to remain indifferent
to the opportunity to seek empowerment in the public arena which they were denied in the
gerontocratic system. Traditional gender asymmetry with, at its heart, an explicit notion of
female dependency remains, paradoxically, a binding reference and a key to social cohesion.
Yet geographical isolation and the inertia of local traditions in their remote resident area alone
cannot adequately explain Tura female conservatism. Surprisingly or not, the same concepts
remain deeply entrenched among Tura women having lived for years, some for their whole
adult life, in the peri-urban diaspora of Greater Abidjan, virtually cut off from the rural home
area, and in spite of the rural-urban cleavage which has become deeper as a consequence of

the political bipartition. Explanatory hypotheses drawing on longitudinal inquiries by
researchers of both sexes (Bearth, in press), most of them of Tura extraction (Mikell
1997:334), may be summarized as follows:
1. The village as a mental construct remains a central reference to which urban
neighbourhoods remain paradoxically peripheral; its role as guaranty of
identity, safety and linguistic wellbeing is reinforced by the crisis.
2. The traditional hierarchy of gender roles with its roots in tribal religion and in
early socialization is kept alive by daily re-enactment through linguistic and
other taboos.
3. Strategies of indirection offer a better chance of success than exposing one s
opinion to contradiction in the public arena, and thus offer an explanation for
lack of female enthusiasm for empowerment through admission to public
debate.
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